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A TOUGH LOSS: Injury 
to Warriors’ Cousins a 
reminder of how cruel the 
game of basketball can be, 
Phil Barber writes / C1

INSIDE

PHOTOS BY KENT PORTER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Brother Toby McCarroll looks at wildflowers as he takes a gentle walk around Starcross Monastic Community on Friday near Annapolis. The  
Sonoma Land Trust has reached a deal to permanently protect the Starcross property. 

Starcross donates haven 
to Sonoma Land Trust

On a ridge in the coastal hills of  
northwest Sonoma County lie  
90 acres with two homes, a barn, 

chapel, olive grove, expansive organic gar-
den and a redwood and fir forest sloping 
down to a waterway named Grasshopper 
Creek.

The owners, who have tended and trea-
sured their remote land for more than  
40 years, have just signed an agreement 
that will preserve it in perpetuity for the 
same reason that has motivated dozens of  
other conservation-minded folks.

“There’s something about the land 
that’s calming. It’s a retreat,” said Toby 
McCarroll, sitting in his living room, 
sunlight streaming through two-story 
cathedral windows. “We didn’t want a rich 

vintner buying up the property.”
McCarroll, known far and wide as 

Brother Toby, is the 88-year-old co-founder 
of  Starcross, an independent, interfaith 
community renowned for sheltering 
children afflicted with HIV or AIDS in the 
1980s when there was no treatment for 
what became a global epidemic.

McCarroll, along with Julie DeRossi, 
71, and the late Marti Aggeler, who died in 
2016, relocated from San Francisco to the 
remote Annapolis area in 1976 and shel-
tered about 100 children, including four 
they adopted and several dozen foster kids.

The trio considered one another as fami-
ly, akin to siblings.

Their humanitarian passions remain 
strong as Starcross continues to be a rural 
haven for young and old in need of  solace, 

90-acre interfaith sanctuary known for helping 
dozens of kids with HIV, AIDS will be preserved
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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ANNAPOLIS » MONASTIC RETREAT

Brother Toby McCarroll said they didn’t want 
a “rich vintner” to buy the rural oasis.
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ZIN FOR THE WIN » St Francis tops  
North Coast Wine Challenge.  D1

SECOND CHANCES » SRJC programs help formerly 
incarcerated students transition into studies.  A3

W I N N E R  O F  T H E  2 0 1 8  P U L I T Z E R  P R I Z E

Crews assess damage to icon

PARIS — With its iconic cathedral 
scorched but still standing, France on 
Tuesday launched an investigation into 
what triggered the Notre Dame inferno 
and how a fire that had probably started 
by accident could gut the symbol of  a na-
tion.

As the smoke cleared from the sky 
Tuesday, it was almost possible to look 
head-on at the church — to see its carved 

statues and two rectangular bell towers 
— and imagine that all was intact. Much 
of  the valuable art and relics had been 
saved. Even the exquisite stained glass 
windows remained in place, seemingly 
immune to the previous day’s flames.

But that belied the somber accounting 
of  all that had been lost, and how the reli-
gious and architectural landmark at Par-
is’s center had been altered. The church’s 
trademark steeple, part of  the Parisian 
skyline since the mid-1800s, had been 
swallowed in the flames. Char and smoke 
marks licked portions of  the walls. And 
the roof  — with its centuries-old wood — 
had been destroyed like tinder, leaving 
gaping holes that let sunlight shine into 

NOTRE DAME » Much of  
valuable art, relics saved;  
investigation into fire begins
By CHICO HARLANA 
AND MICHAEL BIRNBAUM
WASHINGTON POST
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Debris are seen 
inside Notre 
Dame Cathedral 
in Paris on 
Tuesday, a day 
after a fire 
damaged the 
building.

CHRISTOPHE PETIT TESSON 
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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 ■ Quick-thinking 

chaplain saves holy 
relics / A7

 ■ YouTube 
fact-checking  
erroneously brings 
up 9/11 / A7

Deaths 
linked 
to lethal 
fumes

Portable generators at ru-
ral cannabis farms are being 
blamed for a series of  deaths 
in Mendocino County, where at 
least four men — and likely a 
fifth — have died from carbon 
monoxide poisoning in the last 
five years.

All five deaths involved small, 
gas-fueled generators, mainly 
used to power music or charge 
cellphones in temporary green-
houses where the men worked 
and sometimes slept, Mendoci-
no County Sheriff’s Lt. Shannon 
Barney said.

“With any kind of  gas-operat-
ed machinery inside a closed en-
vironment, people run the risk 
of  carbon monoxide poisoning,” 
Barney said. “The inside fills 
up with poisonous gases they 
aren’t aware are harming them. 
They’re overwhelmed or pass 
out and ultimately die from a 
lack of  oxygen.”

In all of  the Mendocino Coun-
ty deaths, the workers were 
using small, Honda 2000-series 
generators in enclosed places. 
“They’re so small and portable 
I think people take them inside 
these covered areas to charge 
their electronic devices,” Bar-
ney said. “They just don’t real-
ize it’ll have the same effect” as 
a larger generator.

A longtime Mendocino Coun-
ty cannabis grower and advo-
cate called the deaths a tragedy, 
saying they put a spotlight on 
the need to improve working 
conditions for cannabis work-
ers. 

“It definitely highlights the 
need for proper safety training 
and making sure employees 
are given the ability to know 

Mendocino County hit 
with several fatalities 
connected to generators
By RANDI ROSSMANN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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CANNABIS FARMS

Barr orders bail withheld for asylum-seekers

WASHINGTON — The Trump ad-
ministration Tuesday took another 
significant step to discourage mi-
grants from seeking asylum, issuing 
an order that could keep thousands 
of  them in jail indefinitely while they 
wait for a resolution of  their asylum 
requests.

In an effort to deliver on Presi-
dent Donald Trump’s promise to end 
“catch and release” at the border, At-
torney General William Barr’s order 

directed immigration judges to no 
longer allow some migrants who have 
sought asylum to post bail.

The order will not go into effect 
for 90 days, and is all but certain to 
be challenged in federal court. Im-
migrant-rights lawyers said it could 
undermine the basic rights of  people 
seeking safety in the United States.

“They want to send a message that 
you will get detained,” said Judy Ra-
binovitz, deputy director of  the Im-
migrants Rights Project at the Amer-
ican Civil Liberties Union. “It’s really 
obscene. We are talking about people 
who are fleeing for their lives, seeking 

safety. And our response is just lock 
them up.”

For more than a decade, migrants 
who are deemed to have a “credible 
fear” of  persecution in their home 
countries have been allowed to re-
quest a bond hearing so they can be 
released on bail while they wait for 
their asylum cases to be heard, some-
times months or years later.

A federal judge in Washington state 
this month affirmed the rights of  in-
dividuals with a bona fide claim for 
asylum, saying they must be given the 

By MICHAEL D. SHEAR 
AND KATIE BENNER
NEW YORK TIMES
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William 
Barr

INSIDE
Wrongful 
deportation 
still a recurring 
problem  / A10


